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UMBC The Whole Truff (Jon Lazar, Stan Ward, Jess White and Dustin Fairchild) April 6, 1997 

1. Physical Challenge: The Joy Mix Club and Joy Mix are Christmas remixes of 
this, although you might be more familiar with the Bayside Boys Mix. FTP, stand up and 
do the dance that features Vitirino. 

(Note: the dance is the Macarena) 

2. To most people, the only connection between Nietzsche and Schwarzenegger is that they both had German as a 
native language. However, one early Arnold Schwarzenegger film began with Nietzsche's quote "That which does 
not kill me can only make me stronger." Name this movie, which also has international film star Max von Sydow 
hiring Arnold as a thief. 

_CONAN THE BARBARIAN_ 

3. Most people think of UHF when they think about movies featuring songs 
by Weird AI Yankovic. However, "Dare to be Stupid" was written 
specifically for another movie. Name this film that featured the talents 
of Judd Nelson, Leonard Nimoy, Eric Idle and Orson Welles. 

TRANSFORMERS: THE MOVIE 

4. "I've got to make a move to a town that's right for me. A town to keep me movin' keep me groovin' with some 
energy. Well, I talk about it, talk about it, talk about it, talk about it, talk about, talk about, talk about, movin'" For ten 
points, jf you had this problem, where would you go, according to a 1980 hit by Lipps, Inc.? 

Answer: _Funkytown_ 

5. This comic facial expression is named for a cigar maker who would 
inadvertently make it while rolling cigars. A young Harpo Marx saw him 
making it and soon started imitating it. FTP name this facial expression 
that requires puffing up one's cheeks and crOSSing one's eyes which has 
most recently been used by Wakko Warner on Animaniacs. 

GOOKIE 

6. "II Buono, II Brutto, II Cattivo" is the original title of this film. 
It is the story of three men and their search for gold during a civil war. 
One of the best scenes is a three-way duel between them. FTP give the 
English name of this movie featuring the characters Tuco, Angel-eyes, and 
The Man With No Name. 

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY 

7. Painters appearing in car commercials! A current commercial for the Pontiac Sunfire 
poses the question, what would happen if you went through "The Scream," a painting by, 
ftp, what painter? 

Edvard Munch 

8. This man at one time played Bo on Days of Our Lives. A few months ago, 
he was replaced by the actor who currently portrays Bo and has taken 
another role on a different NBC soap. FTP, name this actor, the old Bo 
and a current star on Another World. 

ROBERT KELKER-KELLY 



9. TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED! Gold Rush Brides, Stockton Gala Days, Noah's 
Dove, I'm Not The Man, and Hey Jack Kerouac are all songs FTP by what 
group on what album? 

10,000 MANIACS, UNPLUGGED 

10. Chocolate Cherry Brownie Bars, Cereal Bars, Creme Sandwiches, Fudge 
Dipped Granola Bars, and Devil's Food Cakes are some of the many food 
items made by Nabisco and sold in a green box. FTP, what are these low
fat goodies called? 

SNACKWELLS 

11. In this alphabet, the A, E and F each lack a crossbar. The T is missing half of its top, the V is either a backwards 
U, or a V with a lip, and the X is the only letter for which you can lift your pen. FTP, anme this writing style, used on 
the Pilot pocket organizer, which shares its name with unseemly spraypaint art. 

Answer: _GRAFFITL 

12. Until recently, she never spoke a word, and died at the end of nearly every episode. For oevr a year, she had her 
own show, which allowed for better plot development, establishing her as a Monnocan spy in a technocratic society 
ruled by Trevor Goodchild. FTP, name this spinoff of Liquid Television, who's logo is a fly trapped in a woman's 
eyelid. 

Answer: _AEON FLUX_ 

13. Kevin Bacon, Noah Wylie, Jack Nicholson, Keifer Sutherland, Tom Cruise, and Demi Moore, all starred in, FTP, 
what movie with the line, "You can't handle the truth!" 

_A FEW GOOD MEN_ 

14. Feel the bass. You just get closer. Be impressed by the words I chose. Once again kickin' it live. Doing 
everything just to survive. These are lyrics from, FTP, what popular 2 Unlimited song often played at the beginning of 
sports events. 

GET READY FOR THIS 

15. FTP name the college mascot. Before this mascot was used the school's 
athletes were known as the Saltine Warriors, and the school's colors were 
pink and blue. Name the current mascot of Syracuse University, which has 
far more appropriate colors now. 

The ORANGEMEN 

16. She plays a character on a popular Fox show that airs on Wednesdays at 
9 Eastern. Her character is often torn between a desire to help her 
ex-boyfriend and trying to let go of him. FTP, name this actress who 
plays Sara on Party of Five. 

JENNIFER LOVE HEWITT 

17. At many places, you can get this sandwich for $.99. It's a 20z. piece 
of meat with melted cheese on top. It comes with mayo, tomato, lettuce, 
and two full strips of bacon. FTP, name this sandwich that is featured on 
Wendy's Super Value Menu. 

JR. BACON CHEESEBURGER 



18. With the wave of popularity that came with Alanis Morrisette's "Jagged Little Pill," it's easy to forget the band 
which was first to have two #1 singles off of a debut album. In case you've forgotten, the album was "Buisiness as 
Usual." FTP name this Australian band which introduced America to vegemite and chundering, in the songs "Down 
Under" and "Who Can it be Now?" 

MEN AT WORK 

19. He was a reluctant celebrity mourner at Krusty the Clown's Funeral. He's the only person who has had 3 
sitcoms named after him. In them, he plays a cartoonist, a psychiatrist, and the owner of a bed and breakfast. FTP, 
name this man, who after being killed by a golf ball in his third sitcom, awoke from a nightmare as his character in 
the second sitcom. 

Answer: Bob _NEWHART_ 

20. Volume 3 includes Baby Got Back, I'm Too Sexy, and Jump Around. Volume 2 includes O.P.P., 
Here We Go Let's Rock and Roll, Good Vibrations, and 3 AM Eternal. Volume 1 includes 
Poison, Knocked Out, and Play That Funky Music. FTP, what series of CDs are we referring to? 
Call your local cable company and tell them that you want it! 

_MTV Party To Go_ 

21. Nestea, Minute Maid, Hi-C, Mr. Pibb, Fresca, and Sprite are, FTP, all 
sodas manufactured by what company? 

COCA-COLA 

22. This band got there name from T.S. Eliot's Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats. Their goal was to 
revive jug band music. There most famous song "In the Summertime" was recut for the most recent Flipper film. 
For ten points name this 70's one hit wonder. 

MUNGO JERRY 

23. Nope, it's not the Jeopardy web site. You think you know something? Well, check out 
this trivia show, which can be played on the Ir:'ternet, and features commercials from 
companies such as Sprite. FTP, what don't you know? 

_You Don't Know Jack_ 

24. Clarence Beeks is the name of a character in this movie, which includes Jamie Lee Curtis 
as a prostitute, Frank Oz as a corrupt policeman, Ralph Bellamy as a rich guy, and is 

centered around the frozen concentrated orange juice market. FTP, name this movie also 
starring Eddie Murphy and Dan Akroyd. 

_Trading Places_ 

25. In 1993, this College's basketball team only had 2 wins. In 1994, under a new head coach 
who came from Xavier University, this team had an incredible turnaround, winning 
season, won their conference tournament, the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference, and went to the NCAA 

tournament. They lost in the first round to Arizona. In 1995, the coach 
went back to Xavier as the head coach. FTP, name this college in Baltimore, Md. 

_Loyola College_ (note: Loyola is NOT enough ... there are 4 Loyolas) 

26. The Bottom Line, V. Thirteen, Contact, Looking for a Song, Rush, and The Globe are all 
songs by this group, which, FTP, is abbreviated BAD. 

Big Audio Dynamite (accept: Big Audio) 

27. The people of Moravia, New York hold an annual race in honor of Millard Fillmore, who was born there in 1800. 
However, they don't use traditional vehicles. FTP, what common household item is used for a vehicle to honor our 
13th president, who had plumbing installed in the White House. 



BATHTUBS 

28. Excuse me Mr. Hoots, I hate to bug a busy bird, but I want to learn the sax and I need a helpful word. I always 
get a silly squeak when I play the blues. This is the beginning of what song, from Sesame Street, starring Mr. Hoots 
and Ernie? 

_Put Down The Duckie_ 

29. It was while she attended a British Columbia Lions football game that Lee was "discovered" in a most unusual 
way. Dressed in a Labatt's beer T-shirt, her image was transmitted on the stadium's wide screen. She was signed to 
a commercial contract with Labatt's and became the company's "BJue Zone" girl. Due to the recognition from these 
commercials she was soon approached to do her first cover for Playboy magazine. FTP, name this cosmetically 
enhanced Star of baywatch, who plays C.J. Parker. 

Answer: Pamela _ANDERSON_ or Pamela _LEE_ 

30. The executive producers for the soundtrack to this movie were Robert Zemeckis, Joel Sill, and Glen Brunman. 
The movie was released in 1994 by Paramount. FTP, name this movie that starred Tom Hanks and Robin Wright. 

FORREST GUMP 



Boni: 

1) Spaceballs, while it was pretty funny, was the beginning of the wave of recent painfully unfunny Mel Brooks 
movies that have appeared in theaters. Therefore, FTPE answer the following questions about Brooks' earlier, 
funnier films. 

A) In this film, Brooks played an acrophobic psychiatrist with the middle name Harpo who discovers foul play at the 
Psychoneurotic Institute for the Very, VERY, Nervous. 

HIGH ANXIETY 

B) This movie starred Brooks as director Mel Funn who, with the help of Marty Feldman and Dom Deluise, tries to 
make a movie. The only celebrity asked who says "No" to being in the film is Marcel Marceau. 

SilENT MOVIE 

C) This film had Brooks and wife Anne Bancroft playing husband and wife stage performers in Poland. The title 
comes from the play they perform after Hitler's invasion forces them to stop performing their satire of the dictator. 

TO BE OR NOT TO BE 

3)For five points each, give the first and last names of all six of the 
"Three Stooges" 

LARRY FINE, MOE HOWARD, CURLY HOWARD, SHEMP HOWARD, JOE BESSER, 
CURLY JOE DERITA 

4) 30-20-10 Given the songs name the musician or group. 
For 30: "I'm Going Slightly Mad" and "Body language" 

For 20: ""Radio Ga Ga" "Seven Seas of Rhye" 

For 1 0 "Stone Cold Crazy" and "Another One Bites The Dust" 

QUEEN 

5)5-10-15 Given a movie, name the Shakespeare play it was based on. 
A)West Side Story 

ROMEO AND JULIET 

B) Forbidden Plant 

THE TEMPEST 

C)McClintock 

TAMING OF THE SHREW 

6) Courtney Cox was on Family Ties. let's see how much you know about the television careers of the rest of the 
cast of friends. Each answer is worth ten points. 

A) Jennifer Aniston had a role in this series based on a movie. It was 
defeated in the ratings by a similar show on (gasp) Fox. 

FERRIS BUELlER 

B) Matt leBlanc played one of two title characters in this spinoff of Top 
of the Heap, which was itself a spinoff of Married With Children. 

BOBBY AND VINNY 

C) David Schwimmer got his start in this series playing the son of arch 



conservative Henry Winkler. 

MONTY 

7) We all grew up watching the Muppet show, and the reruns prove that the 
humor worked on an adult level as well. Given the exchange of comments a 
celebrity guest made on the show, name the celebrity. 

A) "Do I like it? I love it. Of course, I know fifty ways to love my 
lever." 

PAUL SIMON 

B) "I don't know what it is, but for some reason cookie monster is my 
favorite." 

MARTY FELDMAN 

C) Kermit said this man would have to wear tights to play Hamlet, and he responded "It wouldn't be the first time." 
CHRISTOPHER REEVE 

8) Everyone knows that Tom Hanks and Tim Allen were the voices of Woody and Buzz Light year in Toy Story. But 
can you tell me who did the voices of the other toys? FTPE given a toy, name its voice. 

A) Mr. Potato Head 
DON RICKLES 

B)Slinky Dog 
JIM VARNEY 

C)Little Bo Peep 
ANNIE POTTS 

9) FTPE give the full names of the Three Amigos, the characters, not the 
actors. 
LUCKY DAY, NED NEDERLANDER, DUSTY BOTTOMS 

10. Name the musiCian, 30-20-10 

30: He did an album with Yo-Yo Ma, named "Hush" 

20: He is a producer, a writer, and a conductor, but is best known for his vocal abilities, which were 
featured in Levi's 501 advertisements. 

10: He is probably best known for "Don't Worry, Be Happy" 

Ans: Bobby Mcferrin 

11. Given the mail-order clothing catalog location, give the company, FT5P a piece, with a 5 
point bonus for all correct 

Dodgeville, Wisconsin 
Freeport, Maine 
Redmond, Washington 
Lynchburg, Va. 

Lands'End 
L.L. Bean 

Eddie Bauer 
J. Crew 

12. Doctor, Doctor. On the TV show ER there are doctors everywhere. 
FFPE, name any 6 of the 8 doctors currently featured regularly on the show 
ER. (Doctors that make occasional guests appearances are not acceptable.) 



DR. MARK GREENE, DR. DOUG ROSS, DR. JOHN CARTER, DR. CARRIE 
WEAVER, DR. PETER BENTON, DR. HICKS, DR. DOYLE, DR. MARK FISHER 

13. Given an NCAA men's hoops tournament team, tell me what conference tournament it won to gain its bid? 

a) Valparaiso Answer: Mid-Continent Conference 
b) SW Texas St. Answer: Southland 
c) Montana Answer: Big Sky 

14. FFPE and a bonus five for all correct, name the five flavors of Pepperidge Farm Goldfish. 

Answer: PIZZA, CHEDDAR, ORIGINAL, PRETZEL, PARMESAN 

15. FFPE and a bonus 5 for all correct, name the five songs that are featured on both the first Violent'Femmes CD 
and the Add It Up CD which is a compilation of hits. 

BLISTER IN THE SUN, KISS OFF, GONE DADDY GONE, ADD IT UP, GIMME THE CAR 

16. Everybody watches commercials. We don't really have a choice, but how well do you know the slogans? FTPE, 
I'll give you a slogan and you tell me the product being advertised. 

A) Plump when you cook 'em 

BALL PARK FRANKS 

B) Drink in the sun. 

SUNKIST 

C) The taste is gonna move ya. 

JUICY FRUIT 

17. Yes ... we all love Long Island. Amy Fisher, and so much more! Traffic, traffic, and more traffic. Answer the 
following questions for the stated number of points. 

FTP, It's been called the World's Largest Parking Lot, and it shares a road number, 495, with the DC Beltway. 

Long Island Expressway 

FTP, Although Lindbergh flew out of this airport, it is now a very large mall. 

Roosevelt Field 

F5P a piece, what are the two counties on Long Island? Note: we are using the demographic definition of Long 
Island, which does not include Brooklyn and Queens. 

Nassau and Suffolk Counties 

18. Frequently, a song comes out that steals music from an earlier song. 
FTPE given the original song, name the newer song that sounds remarkably 
similar. Five points if you need the name of the performer of the new 
song. 

A) For 10 Rick James' "Superfreak" 
For 5 M.C. Hammer 

CAN'T TOUCH THIS 



B) For 10 "Under Pressure" as performed by Queen with David Bowie 
For 5 Vanilla Ice 

ICE, ICE, BABY 

C) For 10 Huey Lewis' "I Need A New Drug" 
For 5 Ray Parker Jr. 

GHOSTBUSTERS (movie theme) 

19. Chain Bonus!! Ten points each. 

A) Disney animated movie and group the sings the song Black Flag. 

THE LION KING'S X 

B) James Bond movie and group that sings Just a Girl. 

DR. NO DOUBT 

C) Physicist who invented calculus, and TV show on PBS, and a company founded by Steve Jobs and 
Steve Wozniak 

ISAAC NEWTON'S APPLE COMPUTER 

20. For the stated number of points, spell the first names of these college sports stars. 
FIVE Antawn Jamison of North Carolina Answer: A-N-T -A-W-N 
TEN Sedrick Irvin of Michigan st. Answer: S-E-D-R-I-C-K 
FIFTEEN Tunji Awojobi of Boston U. Answer: T-U-N-J-I 

21. It's the Monty Python and the Holy Grail bonus!!! How much do you know 
about one of the best Monty Python movies? Ten points each. 

A) What was the name of the castle with the grail- shaped 
beacon? 

ANTHRAX 

B) It's not the Trojan Horse, but the prinCiple was the same. 
What animal was it? 

RABBIT OR HARE 

C) What is the word that wreaks havoc upon the Knights Who, at 
this point in the movie, No Longer Say "Nee!"? 

IT 

22. 30-20-10 name the artist from their works. 

30-Painters; Adrian 
20-Foolish Games; Pieces of You 
10-You Were Meant For Me; Who Will Save Your Soul 

JEWEL 

23. Lovers in the movies. I'll give you the actor and the movie and you 
tell me the actress that played his love interest, ten points each. 

A) Anthony Edwards, Top Gun 
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B){i<urt Russell, Overboard 

I'f J Ci~:::~:::er;~n Anthem 
14. Giv~n the album, name the artist, FTP a piece. 
~~Ibum: f Artist: 

Ii J~:_ 
fJ:XIaddinSane 
~iJmouf,s 
i1rer ati!he Gates of Dawn 

David Bowie 
Fleetwood Mac 

Pink Floyd 

i~',~ :i:~ I. Ans~er questions about Rosie O'Donnell for 10 points a piece 

~ere~h Long Island did she grow up as a child? 

'I~ ::l{:~,ex does she film her show? 
~1; R°cfefeller Center (Accept: 30 Rockefeller Center) 

Irat btands of mints does she always keep with her? 

Ir Alto{~s 
~{ T 
_~~: OUffOf the top 10 grossing North American concert appea~ances in 1995, ther.e are only 
JQur naines on the list. Why? Because 3 artists appear three times each. FTP a piece, 
~/3me t6ese 3 artists or groups 
If:, The Grateful Dead, The Eagles, and Elton John 
4\!";' 
lij: we~;lIlove the movie "Spies Like Us." Answer the following questions, 10 points a 

Jiece
. t 

I\'h.:';:~ .. " ... at a~.;. or made a cameo appearance, by saying, "Mind if I play through? Doctor, 
l~ctor~}Glad I'm not sick." . 

:) BOb~rope 

,'. 0 ptiiyed the Russian woman with whom Dan Akroyd sleeps in Siberia? She also is the star of a USA network 
. sh<t 

V,Vanessa ANGEL 
~: - -

: ,;:'. at t\tree word phrase did Dan Akroyd shout while in bed, giving him the idea for how 
,< ~ desttoy the missile? 
t-~{ SO~fce Programmable Guidance 

"""'~ J.~, 

:~. FT~a piece, in what states can be you be legally married, without parental consent, while under the age of 18? 
i~:Geq"gia, Hawaii, Mississippi 

_ _ .t~~:_ .~~ 

~ .. ~. HeY;r;it's those two annoying cheerleaders from Saturday Night Live. Answer some questions. 
~ -;X ~~j~ 

; .~:p a d}ece, on the show, what are their names? 
-(" ~:....Craig_ and _Ariana_ 

I~r aniher ten points, what team do they cheer for? (It's on their uniforms) 

1':/ r;._Spartans_ 

l .. 'Ii';':" : ~l . 
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